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Abstract

INTRODUCTION: TeleMedicine Information System (TMIS) uses information and communication
technology (ICT) for providing remote medical consultations. Taking the benefits of ICT, a sick person may
distantly get regular telecare medical consultations with his/her remote medico. The backbone of ICT is the
Internet, which is open-standard architecture. Due to the openness of the architecture, there are many security
vulnerabilities to the TMIS.
OBJECTIVES: To provide secured telemedicine consultation between a sick person and a medico and, to
maintain the privacy of the sick person information.
METHODS: This paper proposes a security enhancement to the TMIS using crypto-biometrics fusion, which
consists of Elliptic Curve Cryptography (ECC) algorithm and iris biometrics. The paper also compares the
efficiency of ECC with the Rivest-Shamir-Adleman (RSA) algorithm.
RESULTS: The result of the simulation proves that the offered model provides a high level and robust security
than RSA based model.
CONCLUSION: This paper provides robust user authentication and achieves the data confidentiality of the
TMIS, which uses a cloud computing system for its smooth functioning and wider scope.
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Abbreviation

CS Cloud Server
CKP Checkup Process
CSK Common Secret Key
CSP Cloud Service Provider
EC Elliptic Curve
ECC EC Cryptography
ECDHKX EC Diffie-Hellman Key eXchange
HP Health-care Provider
HPUP-M HP Upload Process for MD
HPUP-SP HP Upload Process for SP
MD Medico/Doctor
PBK Public Key
PVK Private Key

∗Corresponding author. Email: dindayal.mahto@gmail.com

RSA Rivest Shamir Adleman
SP Sick-Person/Patient
SPUP Sick Person data Upload Process
TMIS TeleMedicine Information System
TTP Treatment Process

1. Introduction
The term telemedicine literally means “healing at a
distance”, was introduced by the American Thomas
Bird in the 1970s. The origins of this technology,
however, date back to the beginning of the 20th
century. [33]. Telemedicine offers a sick person the
opportunity to interact with his medico, even though
they live in faraway places. The sick person gets a digital
prescription after consultation with the medico, which
allows the sick person to take adequate medication and
precautions for their care and thus enjoys a healthy
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life. Telemedicine works based on communication
channels such as the Internet or Intranet. Such
communication channels, however, are based on open
source technologies. Because of this openness, certain
confidentiality issues are activated when exchanging
sensitive information, such as sick person data and
medication. The privacy of the information of the
sick person while communicating in TeleMedicine
Information System (TMIS) must be maintained. In
order to maintain privacy of TMIS, this paper uses ECC
with iris biometric. Stakeholders’ private keys must be
confidential, non-sharable, and secure. There is a need
for larger cryptographic keys than the prevailing key
sizes because of a rapid breakthrough in cryptanalysis.
Larger key size, however, has many issues, such as
difficulties in remembering, entering into or storing in
the system. When keys are kept somewhere, the keys
may get stolen/lost. This paper suggests a model using
iris biometric to produce cryptographic keys to tackle
the above-mentioned problems. Such keys are digitally
created as and when a sick person and a medico need.
Ultimately, the generated cryptographic keys are used
to enforce ECC in telemedicine for the security of
sensitive information traffic.

The following is the structure of this article.
Section-II discusses similar research and reviews
of literature. Section-III explains ECC. Section-IV
discusses iris biometrics. Section-V discusses cloud
computing. Section-VI explains the suggested system.
Section-VII explains a case study based on the suggested
system. Section-VIII describes the suggested approach’s
security analysis and its conclusion is outlined in
Section-IX.

2. Similar Research and Review of Literature
Online consultations of telemedicine system between
specialists and referring medicos develop novel ideas
which can be applied to sick person in timely and
hassle free manner for providing best treatment to the
sick person[14]. Communication can be considered as
the main ingredient in medical care [29]. A survey
has been conducted for the telemedicine system, which
suggests that the telemedicine still requires some time
to become ubiquotous e- service. Different barriers have
been studied with the help of earlier published works.
There are some pioneer obstacles, such as technology-
specific barriers, strategies for change management,
and alternative delivery by telemedicine and contact
between sick person and provider [31]. A practical
and secure telemedicine system for user mobility is
proposed [30], in which the system uses symmetric
key cryptography for providing confidentiality between
Patient and Doctor. This system generates a session
key for every session between Patient and Doctor. The
session key generation, distribution, and management

are tedious task for the key generator i.e. Home
Server (HS). Other case in which HS and Remote
Server (RS) work as intermediary between Patient
and Doctor, here also the Patient authentication with
RS is time taking and problematic if the RS may
behaves maliciously. The main issue with symmetric
key cryptography is key distribution. Kumar et al.
[16] propose cloud-assisted TMIS, which suggests
a strong secure authentication system and manages
a good resource efficiency. A protocol for efficient
digital image telemedicine protection is proposed [32]
using D[W/C]T (Discrete Wavelet/Cosine transform).
Nonetheless, [32]’s paper suggests only digital image
protection, with no related solution for text-based
data available. Several researchers have exemplified
in the literature on how cryptographic models are
implemented using biometric-based keys. Biometric
traits produce these keys. The following is a short
analysis of a few selected papers: Hao et al. [9]
used iris-based biometric cryptographic keys to depict
the implementation of the 128-bit AES cryptography
model, which first produces genuine IrisCodes and
then creates a regenerated binary digit known as the
biometric key of up to 140 bits. Yao-Jen et al. [4]
proposes face-based cryptographic-key generation. The
main problem with face biometric is that after certain
years shape and size of face changes, and then False
Rejection Rate increases. Monrose et al. [28] proposes
voice-based cryptographic key generation, there is a
risk of recording the voice-based password and later
imposter can use it. Other implied crypto-biometric
approaches are given in [1, 8, 17–22, 34].

3. ECC
Elliptic curves that are not directly related to ellipses
are cubic equations in two variables similar to the
equations used to calculate integrals of ellipses in
arc lengths. The generalized EC cubic equation is as
follows:

y2 (mod prm) = x3 + ax + b (mod prm) (1)

where, ‘a’ and ‘b’ are the coefficients and ‘prm’ is a
large prime digit of desired security length of the EC,
and the discriminant, ∆ = 4a3 + 27b2 , 0. The ∆ , 0
requires the formation of a group and thus the use of
the elliptic curve to implement cryptography. ECC is a
method for public-key cryptography [7], proposed by
two authors independently (Neil Koblitz [15] and Victor
S. Miller [27]) in late 1985. In ECC, first of all, each
character of the message must be converted into the
form of a point(x, y). In this way, as many points as
the length of the message are generated. Such generated
points are encrypted and decrypted by ECC algorithm.
ECC is regarded as an RSA algorithm competitor.
The RSA cryptography’s security is dependent on the
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Figure 1. Key Size (NIST Recommended)[2]

IFP (Integer-Factorization-Problem), and ECC’s security
is dependent on the ECDLP (Elliptic-Curve-Discrete-
Logarithm-Problem). ECC’s main selling point to RSA
is that famous technique to crack the ECDLP takes
full exponential time, whilst it takes sub-exponential
time to resolve RSA’s IFP. ECC has a complex numerical
calculation that helps to provide better safety per
bit with less key length than RSA. It means that,
with comparable protection rates, significantly smaller
parameters are used in ECC than RSA. The comparative
data is shown in Fig. 1. This figure shows the key sizes to
be needed by RSA for safety bit level 80, 112, 128, 192,
256 as 1024, 2048, 3072, 7680, 15360, while by ECC as
160, 224, 256, 384, 512 respectively.

4. Iris-Biometrics

An eye is a visual organ. An eye consists of several
components. One of the important components is
an iris, which is shown in Fig. 2. Referring to Fig.
2 of an eyeball, the sclera is a white portion, the
pupil is the dark-black part in the middle, and the
iris is a mixture of colored pigment, found between
sclera and pupil. Because of iris’s distinctive features,
large quantities and non-counterfeiting [9] texture
pattern [5], it offers a highly reliable and accurate
user recognition tool compared to other biometrics
characteristics [6]. IrisCode is produced after finding
the surrounding boundary between the portions of iris
and pupil and the outer boundary between the iris
and the sclera portions of the image of the eyeball. An
iris is located as [9, 10, 13] do and then the localized
characteristic, in turn, generates the IrisCode. The
IrisCode eventually helps to generate cryptographic
keys. The steps for IrisCode generation are shown in
Fig. 3.

Figure 2. Eyeball’s iris

5. Cloud Computing
The ICT provides the platform to flourish the
cloud computing technology. Cloud computing is
on-demand service facilities available through the
Internet or Intranet, which provides many services such
as Software-as-a-Service (SaaS), Platform-as-a-Service
(PaaS), Infrastructure-as-a-Service (IaaS)[26]. Due to
its pay-per-use model of licensed computing resources
as well as software services, Cloud Computing is
expanding its client base [12]. An organization, can use,
these services as use and pay basis. These type of rental
services helps an organization optimize its resources,
minimize the cost of ever-growing IT infrastructure
and software. One of the important services of cloud
computing is SaaS, which helps an organization run
a business application without any breakdown. This
paper suggests a system for TMIS, which uses the
PaaS service of the cloud computing system. The
Cloud computing platform provides many services for
different business applications to execute smoothly
without any breakdown. One such recent application
uses the cloud computing platform to generate an
automated query system[11].

6. Suggested System
The Fig. 4 reflects the solution proposed. In this system,
there are four different actors/units: the sick person,
the reliable Health-care Provider, the Medico, and
the Server hosted on a cloud computing environment.
The system consists a Health-care Provider Upload
Procedures (HPUP_SP or HPUP_M) for a Sick Person
and a Medico, a Sick Person data Upload Process
(SPUP), a Treatment Process (TTP) and a Checkup
Process (CKP).This system uses the iris biometrics
characteristics of the sick person, health-care provider,
and the medico to generate their private and public
keys, and then those keys are utilized in ECC to ensure
the safety of traveling messages related to medical
consultation between the sick person and the medico.
The SP uses MD’s PBK to encrypt plain-message, and
this cipher-message is then sent to the MD. When the
MD decrypts and receives a plain-message, then the MD
understands the SP’s issue and writes a prescription.
The plain-prescription is encrypted by the MD using
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Figure 3. Steps for generating IrisCode

the SP’s PBK, and this generated cipher-prescription is
then sent to the SP. In this way, the cycle is formed and
their messages are kept securely sent.

A. Steps for the suggested system

In this system, all parties need two keys i.e. PVK
and PBK. This scheme focuses primarily on the
confidentiality of information security services using
ECC. The receiver’s PBK is used by the sender for
encrypting the message, while, receiver’s PVK is used

by the receiver himself for decrypting the cipher
message.

The PVKs of HP, MD, and SP get generated from
hash-values of their IrisCodes. The cloud server uses a
random number of the desired length as its PVK.

A CSP is approached by a HP and then they use
the ECDHKX protocol to generate their PBKs, and
a common secret-key (CSK) for them gets calculated
using their PBKs.

In a similar way, MD and the HP, and, SP and the HP,
use the ECDHKX protocol to generate their PBKs, and
further their CSKs get calculated based on their PBKs.

The HP works as a trusted facilitator of medical
infrastructure/services for the SP and the MD. The HP
also coordinates them to the cloud server.

After an initial round of key-exchanges, the HP uses
medico’s PBK to encrypt the cloud server’s PBK and
send this encrypted data to the MD.

In a similar way, the HP uses the SP’s PBK to encrypt
the cloud server’s PBK and sends this encrypted data to
the SP.

In the CSP side, the CS stores the incoming ciphertext
with a suitable bookmark in its database so that the
CS can later recognize this ciphertext immediately.
The bookmark may contain subject, sender, receiver,
date and time. Only decryption happens when a
user requests the data, and then the CS matches the
incoming request of the user with the stored bookmark
and decrypts the corresponding ciphertext with the
help of ECC using its own PVK. This decrypted
message is immediately sent to the requester. After
sending the decrypted message, there is no availability
of the decrypted message at the CS side, however,
the corresponding ciphertext of the decrypted message
still persists in the database. This way of storing and
managing the data prevents insider attacks or other
related attacks to the data-at-rest.

(i) In the HPUP-M phase, the HP encrypts MD’s basic
information and the MD’s PBK, using the CS’s
PBK and then HP uploads this ciphertext to the
CS.

(ii) In HPUP-SP phase, the SP approaches HP for
treatment. First of all, as mentioned above, their
keys get generated and exchanged. After that,
the HP inspects the SP and then encrypts this
inspected report and the SP’s PBK, using the CS’s
PBK, and finally, HP uploads this ciphertext to the
CS.

(iii) In the SPUP phase, the SP encrypts a request
message to view his inspected report, using the
CS’s PBK, and then SP uploads this ciphertext
to the CS. The CS decrypts this ciphertext using
its own PVK. This decrypted plaintext is then
encrypted with the help of ECC using SP’s PBK.
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Figure 4. Cloud-based Secure TMIS

Finally, the resultant ciphertext is sent to the SP.
The SP decrypts the ciphertext using his own
PVK and gets his inspected report. Later, the SP
encrypts his body sensor’s information using the
CS’s PBK. Then the SP uploads this ciphertext to
the CS.

(iv) In the TTP phase, the MD encrypts a message
regarding the treatment of the SP, using CS’s PBK,
and then the MD sends this ciphertext to the
CS. The CS decrypts this ciphertext using the
own’s PVK, and then CS encrypts the required
information of the SP using the MD’s PBK, and
then the CS sends the resultant ciphertext to
the MD. At the MD side, the MD decrypts
this ciphertext and reads the details of the SP.
After going through the details of the SP, the
MD encrypts the digital prescription and other
diagnosis reports of the SP using CS’s PBK, and
then the MD uploads this ciphertext to the CS.

(v) In the CKP phase, the CS receives the ciphertext
from MD regarding the SP and then the CS
gets the plaintext after decrypting it using own’s

PVK. Once getting the decrypted prescription and
diagnosis reports of the SP, the CS encrypts the
same using the SP’s PBK and then the CS sends
this ciphertext to the SP.

In this way, a confidentiality of the message is
achieved amongst the stakeholders. If they need to
exchange further information, then they have to follow
the step-iii through step-v.

B. Key Exchange using ECDHKX

I. Steps for generating PBK and CSK of users, the CS and
the HP

Global public elements

(i) Both the users, CS and HP, opt a large prime digit
of desired security length, ’prm’, as well as other
parameters such as ’a’ and ’b’, which satisfy the
above equation number 1:
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(ii) A reference point: R(x, y), is chosen from points
of the EC.

The CS - key generation

(i) Private key of the CS:
PVKcs = a random number of the desired length.

(ii) Public key of of the CS:
PBKcs(x, y)= PVTcs * R(x, y).

The HP - key generation

(i) Private key of the HP:
PVKhp = the HP’s hash-value of his IrisCode.

(ii) Public key of of the HP:
PBKhp(x, y)= PVThp * R(x, y).

Calculation of a CSK between user, the CS and the HP

(i) CSK for the CS:
CSKcshp(x, y) = PVKcs * PBKhp(x, y).

(i) CSK for the HP:
CSKcshp(x, y) = PVKhp * PBKcs(x, y).

II. Steps for generating PBK and CSK of users, the MD
and the HP

Global public elements

(i) Both the users, MD and HP, opt a large prime digit
of desired security length, ’prm’, as well as other
parameters such as ’a’ and ’b’, which satisfy the
above equation number 1:

(ii) A reference point: R(x, y), is chosen from points
of the EC.

The MD - key generation

(i) Private key of the MD:
PVKmd = the MD’s hash-value of his IrisCode.

(ii) Public key of of the MD:
PBKmd(x, y)= PVTmd * R(x, y).

The HP - key generation

(i) Private key of the HP:
PVKhp = the HP’s hash-value of his IrisCode.

(ii) Public key of of the HP:
PBKhp(x, y)= PVThp * R(x, y).

Calculation of a CSK between users, the MD and the HP

(i) CSK for the MD:
CSKmdhp(x, y) = PVKmd * PBKhp(x, y).

(i) CSK for the HP:
CSKmdhp(x, y) = PVKhp * PBKmd(x, y).

III. Steps for generating PBK and CSK of users, the SP
and the HP

Global public elements

(i) Both the users, SP and HP, opt a large prime digit
of desired security length, ’prm’, as well as other
parameters such as ’a’ and ’b’, which satisfy the
above equation number 1:

(ii) A reference point: R(x, y), is chosen from points
of the EC.

The SP - key generation

(i) Private key of the SP:
PVKsp = the SP’s hash-value of his IrisCode.

(ii) Public key of of the SP:
PBKsp(x, y)= PVTsp * R(x, y).

The HP - key generation

(i) Private key of the HP:
PVKhp = the HP’s hash-value of his IrisCode.

(ii) Public key of of the HP:
PBKhp(x, y)= PVThp * R(x, y).

Calculation of a CSK between users, the SP and the HP

(i) CSK for the SP:
CSKsphp(x, y) = PVKsp * PBKhp(x, y).

(i) CSK for the HP:
CSKsphp(x, y) = PVKhp * PBKsp(x, y).

C. Message encryption
The sender encodes plain-message into EC points,

Pmsg(x, y). These EC points get encrypted by sender
using the ECC alongwith receiver’s PBK. Then the
encrypted points are sent to the receiver. The steps for
encoding and encrypting are mentioned below:

(i) Each character of a plain-message (msg) gets con-
verted as 0,1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9 (for decimal digits),
10, 11,. . . , 34, 35 (for upper case alphabets), 36,
37, . . . 60, 61 (for lower case alphabets), 62, 63, 64
. . . . . . 90, 91 (for special symbols).

(ii) The ECC Encryption module of the sender
generates Pmsg(x, y) from the msg.
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(iii) This module uses a temporary variable, h, which
gets initialized as,

h = 1% CSK ′s x − coordinate (2)

[the CSK(x, y) point gets generated for the sender
and the receiver during the ECDHKX phase].

(iv) The x-coordinate, of the EC point, is calculated as,

x = msg ∗ h + i (3)

where, the value of the variable, i, considers from
1 to h-1.
An integral value, y, get calculated, based on the
value of x, such that the values of x and y, must
satisfy equation number 1. If equation number
1 is not satisfied by these x and y values, then
the value of the variable, i, is incremented to 1,
and then the same process is applied until the
equation number 1 is satisfied.
In this way, whole msg is converted into different
EC points(x,y).

(v) The cipher-message consists two EC points such
as,

Cmsg = ((k ∗ R(x, y)), (P msg + k ∗ P BK(x, y))) (4)

where the PBK(x, y) is the receiver’s public-key,
and the intermediary variable, k, is randomly
selected an integer value by the sender.

(vi) The sender sends this cipher-message to the
receiver.

D. Message decryption
The receiver gets cipher-message, then it decrypts

plain-message from cipher-message using decryption
module, which requires its own’s PVK. Steps for
decrypting the cipher-message are given below:

(i) The receiver gets Cmsg.

(ii) The receiver multiplies the point1 of the cipher-
message with its own’s PVK, and, then subtracts
the resultant point from the point2 of cipher-
message:
The Cmsg is expressed as,

= (P msg + k ∗ P BK(x, y)) − (k ∗ P VK ∗ R(x, y)) (5)

= (P msg + k ∗ P VK ∗ R(x, y)) − (k ∗ P VK ∗ R(x, y))
(6)

After subtracting, the Pmsg is left, which is the
plain-message point.

(iii) The decoding of the plain-message is done as,

msg = f loor((P msg(x) − 1)/h) (7)

where, the variable, h, gets value, based on
equation number 2, and the floor function
produces the greatest integer <= x.

(iv) The msg is the decrypted-message.

(v) Finally, the msg is uncoverted into corresponding
decimal digits (from 0,1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9), upper
case alphabets (from 10, 11,. . . , 34, 35), lower
case alphabets (from 36, 37, . . . 60, 61), and special
symbols (from 62, 63, 64 . . . . . . 90, 91).

These encryption and decryption processes are
followed for all the communications to be made
between different stakeholders in the TMIS.

7. A sample implementation of the communication
security between the users, the sender and the
receiver
This implementation proposes to improve the security
enhancement of TMIS using ECC with iris biometrics.
As mentioned above, the cryptographic keys of ECC are
generated with help of eyeball IrisCodes for the sender
and the receiver, except, the CS gets its PVK key based
on a random integer.

A. Use of ECDHKX for generating and exchanging the
keys like PBK, CSK.

The steps are given below:

Global public elements

(i) Both the sender and the receiver, choose values of
ECC’s parameters such that, a large prime digit,
prm=8191, a=10, b=17, R(x, y)=(9, 3510).

The ECDHKX module evaluates the equation
number 1, as per the values chosen for the ECC.
The equation looks like,

y2 mod 8191 = (x3 + 10 ∗ x + 17) mod 8191 (8)

where, prm>3, and the discriminant, ∆ = 4 ∗ 103 +
27 ∗ 172 , 0.

User, the SP - key generation

(ii) Private key of the SP: PVKsp = 4680.

(ii) Public key of of the SP:
PBKsp(6454, 7641) = 4680 * (9, 3510).
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The CS - key generation

(i) Private key of the CS: PVKcs = 4818.

(ii) Public key of of the CS:
PBKcs(4329, 5845) = 4818 * (9, 3510).

Calculation of a CSK between users, the SP and the
CS

(i) CSK for the SP:
CSKspcs(x, y)
= 4680 * (4329, 5845) = (820, 7879).

(i) CSK for the CS:
CSKspcs(x, y)
= 4818 * (6454, 7641) = (820, 7879).

B. The SP, a sender of a message to the CS

(i) The SP got some issues and he expresses
the same as plain-message, Patient: Hello
Sir, I am not feeling well, have headache
and stomach pain, kindly suggest some
medicines for me.

(ii) Encoding process: the encryption module at
the SP side, do encoding of the plain-message
into plain points based on the equation
number 3, a sample encoded output is shown
in the Fig. 5.

(iii) Encryption process: the generated plain
points get encrypted with the help of the CS’s
PBK using the equation number 4, a sample
cipher-message output is shown in the Fig. 6.

(iv) Once the cipher-message gets generated, and
then, the same is sent to the CS.

C. The user, CS, a receiver of the cipher-message, sent
by the SP

The CS receives a cipher-message from the
SP, which is to be sent to the SP’s MD for further
diagnosis.

(i) Decryption process: the CS, decrypts the
cipher-message of the SP with the help of
decryption module of ECC using its own
PVK. This module uses the equation number
5. Once decryption gets done successfully,
the plain-points are generated, as shown in
the Fig. 5.

(ii) Decoding process: the CS, decode the plain-
points into plain-message as per equation

Figure 5. Encoded-points for mentioned plain-message

Figure 6. Cipher-points for above mentioned encoded-points

number 7. Finally the plain-message is
unconverted into the corresponding original
message, which is the Patient: Hello Sir,
I am not feeling well, have headache
and stomach pain, kindly suggest some
medicines for me.

The CS also follows the same process for
encrypting the plain-message of the SP and
uploads the cipher-message to the MD. The MD
gets the cipher-message and decrypts the same
with his PVK using ECC. Once he understands
the issues of the SP, he follows the same process
of encrypting the response and uploads it to the
CS. Then the CS decrypts back the plain-message
sent by the MD. The CS encrypts this decrypted
message with SP’s PBK using ECC and sends it
to the SP. In this way, the communication cycle is
maintained.
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Figure 7. Time efficiency of ECC and RSA

Figure 8. Encrytion time (in sec.) of ECC and RSA

Figure 9. Decryption time (in sec.) of RSA and ECC

8. Security Analysis
Cloud computing is a very scalable and strong model
for small and medium business enterprises, who do not
want to spend too much on ever-growing and changing
hardware and software systems. However, they still
want the benefit of these changing nature of the ICT

Figure 10. Total time (in sec.) of ECC and RSA

systems. Cloud computing helps such enterprises to
concentrate on their business without worrying about
the ICT related changing/damaging systems. Cloud
computing provides services to these enterprises as per
their usage basis. This proposed model focuses on usage
of the PaaS of cloud computing. This paper implements
ECC for cloud-based TMIS security, in which all PVKs
of the stakeholders are generated from their eyeball
irises, except the CS, which generates a value for its
PVK from a random number generator. Once their
PVKs are ready, they generate their PBKs using the
ECC and calculate their CSKs also. There are mainly
four stakeholders in this system, they are, the CS,
the HP, the SP, and the MD. This paper allows them
to securely exchange medical-related information. The
CASIA Iris Image Database (CASIA-Iris) [3] is referred
to download the iris samples, which are used to validate
the proposed model. The iris biometric features provide
the most accurate and speed system for identifying a
person. This paper also implements RSA with similar
type of data for analyzing the performance of it. The
efficiency of ECC and RSA is shown in Fig. 7 and in
Figs. 8-10. The simulation result shows that RSA is very
powerful in encryption and slow in decryption whereas
ECC is slow in encryption and very fast in decryption.
Overall, as shown in Fig. 10, ECC is more efficient than
RSA [23–25].

9. Conclusion
This article suggested a cloud-based TMIS security
model, which provides secure online medical consul-
tations between the SP and the MD via the CS. The
HP acts as a trusted third party for providing health-
care services, which connects all other stakeholders to
securely transmit healthcare information. The proposed
model uses the eyeball irises of all stakeholders except
the CS to generate their PVKs, and then they get their
PBKs and CSKs on the basis of those PVKs. The CS
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uses a random number as its PVK of the desired length.
The eyeball irises are very accurate biometric systems,
which are formed at the early stage of the baby in the
womb, and since then, they are unique always, unless or
until there is no damage done to the irises. Sometimes
these irises get damages, due to eye-related diseases.
In such cases, the proposed model allows generating
strong PVKs of the desired length based on a random
number generator, so that the same can not be eas-
ily guessed by the attackers. Upon implementation of
the proposed models using ECC and RSA, this paper
concludes that the model based on the ECC offers
greater protection with less key length than the model
based on RSA. At the CS side, this model does not
store plain-messages of the TMIS in its database except
the bookmarks. The bookmarks help in matching the
desired message and then the CS decrypts that cipher-
message and sends it to the requester. Hence this model
also provides security to the data-at-rest from insider-
attacks or other related attacks.
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